
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It would be, indeed, a _______________ calamity, were it to fix you in the
purpose which you seemed to think possible.
1.

(public/great)
great public

This nation is at present under _________________ agitation.2.
(internal/great)

great internal

I took _______________ walks while collecting objects of natural history.3.
(long/several)

several long

Then, with _____________ miles between you and your rest, you abandon
the chase.
4.

(many/rough)
many rough

These _____________ appeals for help directed the rescuers.5. (faint/last)last faint

He stared blindly, muttered a _____________________ words, and often
clasped his forehead in his hand.
6.

(unintelligible/few)
few unintelligible

But she had a warm, kind heart, and-she told me this herself-the sight of
the __________________ mother in her deep mourning made her quickly
forget her prejudice.

7.

(beautiful/young)
beautiful young

In the course of my papers ___________________ revolutions have
occurred.
8.

(various/domestic)
various domestic

_________________ styles of dress are seen.9. (different/many)Many different

The sincerity of this conviction he intended to prove by the best means at
a merchant's command-the pledge of his ____________ capital.
10.

(large/own)own large

The utmost efforts were now directed to the creation of an army for the
ensuing campaign, as the _____________ basis on which the hopes of the
patriot could rest.

11.

(only/solid)
only solid

The next morning he was quite recovered, so far as regarded his
______________ health.
12.

(mere/bodily)mere bodily

But when he went to look at the body of the bird he found instead of the
dove a ______________ egg lying on the ground.
13.

(round/white)round white
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But setting is important in _____________ ways; and it is to a special
consideration of that element of narrative that we must next turn our attention.
14.

(other/many)

many other

The doctor spoke a ____________ words of encouragement to him, and
stroked the bristling hair.
15.

(quick/few)
few quick

____________ structures exist in that neighborhood.16. (old/other)Other old

______________ thing, I pitied you.17. (poor/little)Poor little

The sidewalks are cumbered with _______________ cases.18.
(wooden/rough)

rough wooden

In their way the two men were fond of each other, though their intimacy
would doubtless have been greater had they shared the _________________
views.

19.

(same/religious)
same religious

A _____________ coals were burning in the fireplace, and all seemed
light and warm within.
20.

(few/bright)
few bright
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